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Tri-Sigma gives
back to staff
By Nicole Service
staff writer

Have you ever stopped to wonder just how
many hours your professors and other staff members here at Coastal spend working outside of their
regular office hours? The answer is probably as
much time, if not more, as you spend doing homework. So the ladies of Sigma Sigma Sigma decided
to repay some of that hard work by offering free
babysitting to children of any faculty or taff member on Nov. 5 from 6 to 10 p.m.
"We don't have to do projects like this; it's totally volunteer. It's supposed to give faculty a chance
to relax, maybe go Christmas shopping or to a
movie, and not have to worry about paying or if·
their children are being cared for properly," Cassy
Candler said.
Two children and nine sisters participated in .
the event this year. and the Tri-Sigs are not disappointed with the results. This was the ftrst time
holding such an event, and the sisters had fun
watching movies, building a castle out of Lincoln
Logs, and playing Crocodile Dentist with the children that were there.

Senate passes law to ban
fake IDs on Internet
By Caroline Linton
The Daily Free Press (Boston U.)
(U-WIRE) BOSTON - A federal measure seeking to curb fake identification distribution via the
Internet passed unanimously in the Senate and is
pending in the House of Representatives.
While fake IDs are themselves illegal, the bill
would make it illegal to create software used to
make the IDs and toughens laws on selling fake
IDs on the web.
But according to a number of Boston University students, the legislation will do little to curtail what is already a widespread and pervasive
practice. A significant number of students interviewed admitted to owning fake IDs.
Boston University College of Arts and Sciences
junior Joseph Mancinine said the bill can be likened to inevitably abortive attacks on other
Internet sharing programs.
"If there's a will. there's a way. If the government tries to impeach them, they will still try and
get it," Mancinine said. "It's the same thing as
Napster. Even if they make that illegal, people
will still find a way to get music off the Internet...
Mancinine added he had a fake 10 before he
turned 21, but it was taken away from him at a
bar one night.
Other students agreed with Mancinine, saying
people should be allowed to buy items such as
fake IDs over the Internet.
And according to some, the battle against
Internet distribution of fake IDs .' so futile it
should be abandoned altogether.
"I think it's all right that people try to get fake

Continued on page 6

State Lottery

SC voters
approve ammending
the state constitution
to allow a state
lottery.

Seepage 6

SC voters
approve a proposal
to lower personal
property taxes,
eventually removing
those taxes on cars,
boats, motorcycles,
etc.
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A race too close to
call - a recount in
Florida will decide
the winner. Bush and
Gore are neck and
neck

Visit our website
http://was.C08stai.eduici

for the most up to
date info from the
election

In what was the closest eJection in 40 ears,
Americans voted for a new president on Tuesday. A decision between Republican George W.
Bush, the governor of Texas and son of a fonner
president, and Democrat AI Gore. the vice president and for eight years a presidential understudy.
Bush won 56 percent of the vote in South
Carolina, when the polls closed at 7 p.m., while
got Gore 40 percent. Out of 1,335,776 votes
Bush got 753,041. Horry County, with 108
precincts, has 119,373 registered voters.
The total number of electoral votes needed
to win the presidential election was 270 .•
Bush and Gore voted early and spent the
day in their respective hometowns on Tuesda .
Into the pre-dawn on Tuesday, Gore had
wrapped up his campaign in Tampa, Fla., believing that the state would be the deciding vote.
Bush was finishing up his calls to West Coast
radio stations to Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa.
As of press, the race is still to close to call.
With 100 percent of Florida's precients reporting, Bush hold only a slight 1.700 vote lead on
Gore. Under state law, any matgin less than
2,000 requires a recount, which will be taking
place, however, results could be a wee awav.
Although, Bush has the lead in Florida, which
would give him the lead in electorial votes, Gore
leads the popular vote b a margin of close to
230,000.
With a two-term president not up for re-
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a suppor~ex~~~~£ers
By Nicole Service
staff writer
VVhen I was younger and went
to Sunday Bible School in a Catholic church, I used to get my wrist
slapped with a ruler by a nun who
said that being left-handed was not
"right." I never understood what the
nun wanted from me; I couldn't
write with my right hand. That
would have been impossible.
Randall Wells, advisor to GAlACC, happened to notice that I was
left-handed, and I told him that
story. He said that was a perfect
analogy for the way gays are treated
in society. like there is something
inherently wrong with the way gays
live their lives.
GALAC-C (Gay and Lesbian
Association of Coastal Carolina University) is an organization on campus that focuses on the issues that
face gay,
lesbian, bisexual,
transgender, and questioning students. It provides support to students in coming to terms with their
questions about sexuality. The organization also offers a forum for
discussion of issues or concerns regarding sexuality as it affects all
people regardless of sexual orientation, and it promotes awareness,
understanding, and sensitivity concerning transgender, lesbian, gay. and

want

to encourage change within the
University through policy and
educational
efforts
and
deconstruct society's homosexual
stereotypes.
But GAlAC-C is more than
just a support group for students
who have questions about sexuality. It is an administrative business operation that concentrates
on community service and charity
work for many organizations in
the Conway/Myrtle Beach area. It
works closely with the Myrtle
Beach AIDS commission to organize a toy drive and AIDS awareness day on December 1st. It
works with CareTeam for AIDS to
sell red ribbons encouraging AIDS
awareness. And there will be a
Variety Show on campus November 16 to raise money for Camp
for Kids.
GAlAC-C was formed to offer a network of support for students with questions about sexuality, but it has turned into much
more than that. The organization
is only two years old, and it lost
all of its leaders, including its advisor, from last year. Despite the
troubles of rebuilding a club from
scratch, the new GAIAC-C is committed to broadening its scope of
influence, to helping more people
than just those on campus.

Your Health

Tips to Stress Reduction
By Kelli Martin
for the Chanticleer

Throughout life, we come to
face to face with a wide range of
pressures. Sometimes we may be
able to cope efficiently. but at other
times we have difficulty dealing
with the situation and that is when
we experience "stress." Stress occurs when the pressure upon us
exceeds our resources to cope with
those pressures.
By controlling your attitude
and your time, you can deal with
the stresses of daily life. Here are
some suggestions:
1) Reduce the stresses. Take
charge of your life. By reducing the
problems that cause the stress, you
can reduce the symptoms.
2) Examine your diet. VVhat
you eat can contibute to your
stress.
3) Exercise your mind, body
and spirit. Exercise can have a

calming effect on your body
which makes you feel, think and
perform better.
4) Make time for recreation.
Being involved in leisure activities that are peaceful and playful can help you counterbalance
the stresses in your life.
5) Seek out and relate to
people. Everyone needs a little
bit of love, appreciation and
emotional support.
6) Keep a positive attitude.
Looking on the bright side of
things can always lighten your
load.
7) Manage your time. Set
limits for yourself and get in control of what you have to do.
8) Laugh. Laughter can
brighten your mood and improve
your sense of well-being, lower
your stress level, and facilitate
positive interaction.

• Your Health is a weekly column from Eta Sigma Gamma.
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Greel< life: blacl<
and white
By Micelle L. Ward
for The Chanicleer
On Wed., Nov. 1, the Afro-Am
Association
sponsored
a
roundtable disussion concerning
the differences ad similarities
betwen the historically black and
white fraternities and sororities.
In attendance ws Jay Anhorn vho
is the Assistant Director of Student Activities at CCU, the Assistant Director of Counseling
Services at FMU, and also many
students that represented the two
types of historically Greek. organizations.
Jay Anhorn and the representative from FMU provided an introduction and background of
each of the two Greek lifestyles.
From there the roundtable discussion began and many good arguments were brought out about
both sides.
The students talked about the
differences in the recruitment process for new members. In the historically black Greek system one
cannot pledge their first semester and they need at least an over-

all 2.5 GPA to join. On the other
hand, histOrically white Greeks do
take pledges their first semester of
college and their overall GPA has
to be at least a 2.0
Another topic debated was
what each group tood for. It was
stated the Historically black Greeks
focus more on servi~e to the community while historically white
Greek organization~ can accept anyone of any color but yet most
groups seemed to be dominated by
a majority race.
Finally, the biggest topic
brought up at the roundtable discussion was why there is not more
interaction between the two groups
in projects that relate to school and
the communitv.
In the end of the roundtable
session everyone in attendance
learned a lot of interesting information and developed more of an
appreciation and understanding
regarding each of the represented
groups.

Interim dean named for
College of Business
By Jen Coffin
news editor
Robert Nale will officially begin
his duties as interim dean of the College of Business on Dec. 8
NaIe is a professor of management and chair of the Department
of Management, Marketing and Law
at CCU. A national search for a new
dean is under way.
"Dr. Nale has the background
and experience.to lead the College
of Business in the coming months
while we search for a new dean," said
John Idoux, provost and vice president for Academic Affairs at Coastal.
"I look forward to working with him

during this interim period."
Nale will replace Peter Barr,
who has served as dean since 1992.
Barr has accepted a position with
Burroughs & Chapin Company.
Inc., of Myrtle Beach.
Nale joined the Coastal faculty in 1985. He earned a
bachelor's degree from Western
Illinois UniverSity. a master's degree in business administration
from Roosevelt UniverSity in Chicago and a Ph.D. from the University of MiSSiSSippi.

SPRING
BREAK 2001
Student Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,
Florida and Texas for low prices and the
most reliable air. Call today for a
brochure and ask how you can go for
FREEl! 1-BOO-SURFS-UP or
www.studentexpress.com
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The sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma sponsored a free child care night. The sisters cared for children of faculty and staff to give faculty a
'break' while not having to worry about responsible care for their children.

Sorority gives back to
the campus community
by babysitting for free

continued from page I
The Tri-Sigs are no strangers to
volunteer and charity work. Every Wednesday afternoon, they go
around campus washing the windsh.lelds of faculty/staff members
and leave little notes saying. "You
have been a victim of a random act
of kindness."
Their next major project in-

volves their ational PhiIanthrop
and the Robbie Pag Memorial. It
was established in 1951 to help children suffering from life-threatening
or terminal illnesses. Tri-Sigma also
raises money to support play therapy
programs for children all acros the
country. They will be selling sailboats in the Student Center the wee
of ovember 13 to help raise mon
for that cause.
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By Kevin Rudiger
Dairy Bruin (U. California-Los Angeles)

(V-WIRE) LOS ANGELES - Wednesday morning, America will wake up, thank
God that we don't have to hear another
political commercial for another couple of
years, and begin to come to grips with the
fact that our new president is in the richest
1 percent of Americans, comes from a family of powerful Washington insiders, and is
completely beholden to corporate interests.
The most frustrating thing about elections, for many of us who spend much of
our lives fighting for social justice, is just
how all-important so many people seem to
think they are.
The truth is that what happens in the
next four years, eight years and beyond,
will not be primarily determined by what
you do in the voting booth on Tuesday. It
will be determined by what you, your coworkers, your fellow students, women, gays
and lesbians, Latinos and African Americans do in your community and neighborhood organizations, in your unions, in your
churches, in your schools and in the streets.
Was a 40-hour work week "given" to
workers by benevolent, kind-hearted politicians "fighting for working families" (and
who does either corporate candidate think

they are kidding)? Of course not; it was the
result of strikes, work-actions and massive
grassroots political mobilization.
The same can be said for essentially every social gain average Americans have won,
from women's suffrage, to the right to
choose, to civil rights legislation. And this
holds true today.
Did Justice for Janitors win a new, better contract because Dick Riordan wanted
them to? No, they led a militant, organized
strike and won a contract for themselves.
After thousands took to the streets in Seattle, die-hard corporate free trade proponent Bill Clinton was forced to issue a statement insisting that he "agreed with many
of the protesters' concerns." Big of him,
don't you think?
Voting is important, and everyone
should make sure to take the time to do so.
But just don't kid yourself into thinking that
once you come out of the voting booth the
work is done.
When talking to people who support the
two major candidates today, it is hard to
find someone who is very enthusiastic. In
fact Ralph Nader's assertion that both
major-party candidates are essentially "corporations disguised as people" running for

president is tough to disagree with. Although people will quibble back and forth
about whose candidate is the lesser of two
evils and insist on the importance of "strategic voting", nearly everyone seems to
agree that democracy has geen bought and
sold to the highest bidder.
One of the things,. frankly, that I am
most tired of is having people whose sole
political act occurs within the confmes of a
voting booth suggest to me that by making
the choice to vote for a third-party candidate, I am being somehow lIirrational" or
that I am just not concerned about "the issues."
I, and many. many others who will refuse
to vote for either of the corporate candidates, care very much about the issues and
that is why we spend countless hours every year working in a variety of ways to build
strong, independent, grassroots movements
for social justice, corporate accountability,
workers' rights, strong environmental standards and many other important issues.
We believe very strongly in these issues
and we are casting our votes accordingly.
But we know that if we leave politics to the
politicians, the issues - and the people are bound to lose.

_
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Student Center.
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Submission does not guarantee
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Articles and editorials in
Chanticleer do not necessarily express
the opinions of the university'S
student body. administration, faculty,
or staff.
Advertisements are paid
advertisments and reflect the views
and opinions of the advertiser, not
Ola1lticleer or Coastal Carolina
UniverSity.

Crossing the thin
red line
Dear Editor:
Mer reading the editorial by SGA President David Woodley it made me think about
certain things pertaining to race relations at
Coastal. First of all, even though I don't have
that much respect for him, I have to say that
Woodley was right when he said that Caucasians on this campus need to get off their
butts and get involved in improving race relations. I tip my hat to those of you who have
taken that step. Thanks! To those of you who
haven't taken that step yet:... why not? I talked
to a really good Caucasian friend of mine and
I think I may have found out why you haven't
taken that step.
When you see or hear the words "NAACP'''
"African-American AsSOCiation," or "Histo;ically black" you instantly say to yourself that
it is an African Americans' only affair. Well
guess what ... that's completely wrong. Unless
you see the words "No Whites Allowed" or
"Those with a permanent tan admitted only"
you are more than welcomed to attend.
Here's another reason I thought of. Maybe
you or afraid that you will be the only non-

African American there and that you will stand
out like white out on a black piece of paper. I
won't lie to you but you will stand out big
time. There have been times when I was the
only African American at certain events and
it felt awkward, but I stayed because the event
was important to me and, even though I
wasn't thinking about it at the time, I stayed
to make a point. For example, I was at a very
good friend's wedding this summer and I was
the only grain of pepper in a sea of salt. I got
the awkward stares and the "what's he doing
here" glares. I even had two people, in which
I had gotten to know pretty well, that I was
sitting with at during the reception moved to
the other side of the room. The lady that
moved them gave the sad excuse that they had
to sit with the family even though the couple
blatantly told her that they were fme where
they were. Yea it pissed me off but I stayed at
the reception anyway. By the end of it all, as
I got to know more and more people, it became one of the best times I've ever had.
If you haven't caught on to what I am trying to say, basically the bottom line is this. If
you want race relations to improve around here
or anywhere, you are going to have to put all
fears aside and handle it. To tell you the truth
though, I don't blame those of you who haven't
made that step yet because it shouldn't be
just the majority making that step, there

sh9uld be an even bigger effort by minorities
toward ending uneasy race relation, but I'll
get into that one in my next editorial.
-Christopher Johnson

Thank you to the
ladies of Sigma
Sigma Sigma
Dear Editor,
I wanted to express my gratitude to the
ladies of Sigma Sigma Sigma for their wonderful care and kindness to the children that
attended this past Saturday night, "Sitters
for Hire." This was a complimentary evening
of babysitting for children of ages three and
up of faculty/staff members.
Sigma Sigma Sigma had a wonderful asso~ent of games, movies and activities. I
know our son Cole (3-years) was excited and
thrilled with the fun and games. It's so hard
to leave your children with just anyone but
rest assure, these gals are great!
Thank you ladies of Sigma Sigma Sigma,
you have my vote of confidence!

-Barb Green Student Activities

OPJINJ[O
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What's Up With That?

Gettin Dumber
I'm fairly convinced that
the older I get, the dumber I'm
becoming. I think I was at my
smartest when 1 was approximately five years old. At that
age, I knew everything there was
to be known. There wasn't a
• que tion to be asked that I didn't
have th~ IDswer to. I knew where
babies came from; I knew how
. to spell "Mississippi" backwards
and forwards; I knew what to do
in ca e of an emergency; I knew
how to bake brownies; I knew my
way home from every 10catioiI
that I was allowed to go; I not
only knew the meaning of love,
but I knew the meaning of life.
Everything else was just details.
But it seems as if, in the last
year or so, I've been proven
wrong more than 1've been
proven right. It started out 'with
little things. For instance, it
turns out that you are allowed to
end a sentence with a preposition. And Christopher Columbus did more than di cover the
Western vorld; he vas the only
person to pull off a successftil
genocide. In a swimming pool,
your eyes burn when there's not
enough chlorine, not when
the~'s too much. Little things

like thes keep creeping up, dispelling truths 1 learned in my
youth, and completely altering
my views.
But it's not the small thing
that are confusing me, it's the big
picture. When I was five year
old, love was loving my sibling
no matter how much I really
hated them becau my mother
told me that deep down 'nside I
did. I knew my "boyfriend" lov d
me because he came over to my
house to play wiffle ball every afternoon. The meaning of life was
Saturday morning cartoons,
dance lessons, and ofthall practice. It was . ail so cut and dry,
black and whit~, ab olutely no
gray area.
In college, without our families around, we are forced to go
out into this hugt! world that we
are becoming completely di illusioned with and carve our own
paths. 0 one tell!: u whom we
have to love, and we can't depend
on omeone coming over every
dav to let us know how much he
or "she cares. The meaning of our
lives has been reduced to schoolwork, going out at night, and contemplation about where all this
work is going to tili us in the

end.
I'm not trying to sound like
the typical, coffee-shop college
tudent, dwelling on the what ifs
of the future. The point i that I
don't kno half as much as I did
14 years ago; I still haven't figured
out how to make brownies in m r
dorm room without the pre ence
of an oven. Since m brain cell
eem to be deterioratin at a rapid
pace I am goin to 0 bac to
living life the 'a I did hen I
'as five years old when yesterda,,'
'as a distant memory and tomorrow was an e emity awa} I'm
going to stop vorrying about my
future 0 much and start concentrating on ho' elII'm doin in
the pent. I don't kno one millionth of a tenth percent about
anything, and I'm tarting to realize tha
0 I'm goin to I am
as much a I can throu h chool
and experience da b" da and
I'm going to stop trying to md
the deeper meaning in everything
that happ ns to me. B cause
·hen
try to live our live on
that higher level, e imply aren't
happy. 0 why bother, 'hat's up
with that?
- icole Service

A magazine for those who can't
think for themselves
(V-WIRE) GRAND FORKS,
N.D. - She had all the answer .
She knew exactly what to say and
exactly what to do at all the right
times.
She had advice on relationships - how to get one, keep one
and keep it "healthy." She
warned me about weird men, bad
fashion choices, and important
career moves. She wanted to
teach me how to be a "fun fearless female. " She embodied everything a woman should be. YM,
Seventeen, Glamour and Mademoiselle tried, but were only her
brunette toadies.
"
It was Cosmopolitan who
guided the teenage girl army into
their futures of great accessories,
one-night stands, and top-rung
parties of the social ladder. It was
Cosmo whose g10 sy pages my
young friends and I stared deperately into for some ort of key
or trick to making our budding
"femaleness" a little bit easier.
I t was Cosmo who encouraged us to have "girl power," but
that it might be a little bit easier

to get our point across in a miniskirt.
It was Cosmo who helped us
stay "fresh and sexy" while landing a man, coring a promotion,
and getting a great deal on leather
pants all in one day. It was
Cosmo who helped us develop interesting, exciting perso alitie
so that we might have something
intelligent to talk about with that
tall, dark someone. It was Co mo
who designed the perfect outfit,
attitude, man and mantra for
today's woman.
It was Cosmo that kn w "my
man's hot spots" and directed me
towards a perfect execution. It
was Cosmo that weighed the pro
and cons of plastic sUIgery for
us. It was Co mo who reminded
us gently that with their monthly
do-it your elf makeove we can
bring out our true, hot elve
wi h iu t a little hone' oatm al
and duct tape. It wa Co mo ilia
helped me choo that up rfe
scent" to match my personali ~
It was Co mo v:ho laid t my
14-year-old feet as I tared into

the mirror with di gust. I t was
Cosmo that was there for my
friend Marie in II th grade while
she threw up her dinner. It was
Cosmo who sat at the bottom of
Anna's locker to remind her between classes that the reason she
didn't have a date for the prom
was because she needed to highlight her hair or Jose 40 pound
or take inter in a ne hobb.
It was Cosmo's airbrushed
perfection and Gucci waif: that
fed Sarah's depression and
Je sica's breast enlargement and
Lindsey's calori -counting ob esion.
There' oni one thin you
can't do, and that I read Co mo.
ot ev n for the "intere tin article. It's the devil, and th re's
nothing the devillov more than
bunch of fun, facel
femal
who can't thin for them el e .

- Jennifer ewgard
Dakota Student
(U. orth Dakota)
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Get ready to picl< your
lucky numbers
By Nicole Service

staff writer
While George W Bush and Republicans in both the House and
Senate were winning the opportunity to represent South Carolina in
Washington D.C, a more local issue was being decided. The question of whether or not a state-run
lottery would be legal in South
Carolina was answered with a de.
finitive YES.
Article XVII, Section 7- Miscellaneous Matters of the South Carolina Constitution states, "No lotteries shall ever be allowed or be advertised by newspapers, or otherwise, or its tickets be sold in this
state. The game of bingo... shall not
be deemed a lotter prohibited by
this section." The decision to
amend the constitution doesn't
guarantee a state-run lottery; it
simply changes the rule and legalizes the lottery. This issue certainly
is not a new one. Discussions concerning the ability of a lottery being useful to help the state's education system have been ongoing

Presidential
results

since 1997. Meaningful and lasting reforms in the public education system were hot topics for debate.
There were 86 school districts
in South Carolina, and one in four
children lived in poverty, one in six
in extreme poverty. The state average SA.T. score was 953,63 points
below the national average.
The Educational Finince Act of
1997 was enacted to help solve the
problem. It had a Defined Minimum Program (DMP), or a minimum amount of money that had
to be spent by the state on education. The state was to sponsor
70%, the school districts were to
handle the remaining 30% according to its Index of Taxpaying Ability. But the DMP . ranged from 0%
in the wealthiest school districts to
93% in the poorest.
That was when the idea of a
lottery became very interesting to
many people. Lottery revenue
could produce up to $40 million for
schools annually. The highly publicized success of the lottery in
Georgia influenced many South

I

Carolinians to take the idea seriously. The opposing view to the
lottery comes mostly from the
Christian Fundamentalists who
view gambling as a morally bankrupt activity.
The South Carolina Chamber
of Commerce proposed the idea
again in January 1999, and that
snowballed into the successful
amending of the constitution.
There are four main parts to the
lottery: 1. constitutionally limited
to providing revenues for educational purposes. 2. it must be used
for supplemental monies only, not
replacement monies 3. purposes for
monies must be clear and identifiable educational needs 4. administration of the lottery must be done
in a manner that ensures accountability After taking these facts into
consideration, South Carolina decided that a state-run lottery with
proceeds earmarked for public education is indeed a good idea for
public education. The next step:
enacting a lottery and testing the
hypothesis to see if will really work.

Hook up with US online
http://was.coastal.edUlci
# 1 Spring Break Vacations!'
Best Prices Guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas & Florida. Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Go
Free! Book Cancun & get free meal plan. Earn
cash & Go Free! Now hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

" Where Winners are

~coBnizecf"

1027 Third Avenue
Conway, SC 29526
843 - 248-98 24

Internet Fake IDs banned
through Senate act

Continued from page 1
lot issues in 42 states - ranging from
legalizing marijuana in Alaska to fluoridating the water in San Arltonio,
Texas.
South Carolinians voted on three
issues, implementing a state lottery.
the car tax referendum and the car
tax relief ammendent.
Organizations throughout the
state started an anti-lottery campaign
claiming that the imple;nentation of
a lottery would bring more harm than
good to South Carolina. \Vhile those
who stood by the lottery believed
they vould follow in the footsteps
of what Georgia has done with using
lottery money towards education.
The state lottery was voted yes!
no and .....
-10-week Clinton countdownPresident Bill Clinton does not
plan to seek another office once his
term is over and, according to CNN,
he says he's just going to be a good
citizen.
On Tuesday, Clinton along with
his wife, Hillary and his daughter,
Chelsea, flew to New York to cast
their votes at Douglas Grafflin Elementary School in Chappaqua. He
predicted a Gore victory based on the
fact that many Americans are satisfied with the current economic prosperity, and also because he had run a

good campai~.

Continued from page 1
IDs because people are going to
try and get them anyway," said
School of Management junior
David Rozado.
While some students said they
didn't know anyone who has ever
obtained a fake ID over the
Internet, they added it would
probably be fairly easy to obtain
one.
"I don't think people are going to find it hard to get (IDs),"
said College of Communication
junior Rachel Swain. She added
that she never had a fake 10.
In addition, the bill may not
be an effective means to stopping
fake 10 distribution because the
Internet is a fairly -uncommon
means of obtaining them.
"I don't think that (buying
fake IDs over the Internet) is a
very good idea because it's not a
very reliable way to go about it. I
wouldn't trust it," said Kim Ray,
a sophomore in the College of
General Studies.
"I got one much easier
through one of my friends," she
added.
A number of students said althou~ they have owned fake IDs
at some ~int, th~ shouldnt be

accessible over the Internet.
"From a student's perspective, the law is bad, but it's the
right thing to do," said CAS
freshman Laura Skriner.
Other students added they
felt the issue was one of filtering
the Internet.
"It's just a demonstration of
the problems of the Internet... It's
a complication between the privileges provided by the Internet
and the complication of federal
laws," said CAS freshman Kara
Eiber.
Sen. Susan Collins (R-Maine)
pushed the law through the Senate by having people working in
her office pose to buy fake IDs
for employment. The IDs bought
were used for many different purposes, including one as a BU student.
While the bill awaits passage
in the House of Representatives,
Sargent College of Health and
Rehabilitation Sciences freshman
Rachel Atkinson declared, "Let's
all go out and get them now."

SigP..s
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By Nicole Service
staff writer
Despite the absence of peace, love, and four
dollar bottled water, Gardenstock 2000 was a good
time for everyone. It was a chance for the Gardens
community to fulfill its project obligation and have a
little fun at the same time.
On Saturday, Nov. 6 from noon to 4 p.m, the first
of what will hopefully be an annual event,
Gardenstock, was held. It was a chance for Coastal
students to display their musical talents and donate
to the Salvation Army at the same time. Every
community on campus is required to do a project,
and the Resident Assistant's of the Gardens· decided
that combining music and charity would be a good
idea.

"I came to see my friend Joey play,
and also to see some of my guy
friends in skirts
7"

"We just wanted to come up with something fun
a new. We thought about charging admission, like
an article of clothing or a canned good, but then
decided that we just wanted people to come out and
have a good time," Erin Sportum-Easson said.
The entertainment for the day was courtesy of
Coastal students and Coastal students only. Anyone
who wanted to play signed up a couple of days in
advance, and there was an open mic opportunity near
the end of the event. All kinds of acts ranging from
solo guitarists to jazz bands showed up to share their
skills. In fact, the musical aspect was the main
reason people came to the event.
"1 came to see my friend Joey pIa T, and also to see
some of my guy friends in skirts:~' Annya Walker
said.
That brings us to one of the most interesting
parts of the afternoon: the Ms. Gardenstock contest.
Men dressed as women and paraded around, shared
their talents, and let the audience get to know the
feminine side of their personalities. In the end,
"Lola" went horne with the title of the first ever Ms.
Gardenstock.
The afternoon was also a chance for students to
donate important neces ities to the need)~ 1\vo
barrels of clothing, one barrel of canned food, and
one-half barrel of games and books were donated.
The RA's are putting off giving it to the Salvation
Army for a few days because more people want to
Konata
donate in the next few days.
Reid, an RA in charge of the event, said, "We didn't
really set any specific goals for how much we wanted
to collect; we just wanted to help. Combining the
music and the charity feels good, and our biggest goal
right now is to make it a yearly thing. Hopefully the
word about how much fun it was this year will
spread, and we will have a bigger tum-out next year."

Chanticleer

,

> > Lenny I<ravitz
By Joshua O'connell
The Mirror (Fairfield u.)
(U-WIRE) FAIRFIELD,
Conn. - for 10 years Lenny
Kravitz has been writing and
performing classic rock 'n' roll.
Finally, it has all been compiled
on a new Greatest Hits collection, with a new song for
people to enjoy.
The new collection pulls together all of his well known and
lesser known hits, ranging
from classics from his first CD,
"Let Love Rule" ("Mr. Cab
Driver" and the title track) all
the way to his most recent album, "5" ("American Woman,"
"I Belong to You").
This CD has many clas ic
tracks on it from all of his music. For classic Kravitz lovers,
go no further than the top 10
hit "It Ain't Over 'Til It'
Over." Fans of his more recent
work will take enjoyment in
"Fly Away" and "I Belong to
You." For a song with a Beatlesesque feel, try "Believe."
The tracks are diverse, so
there's something for everyone.

His retro sound lends an e en
more classic feel, yet he has a
way of making
them sound a
current as the
changing
of
clocks back an
hour.
The CD also
includes a new
track
from
Kravitz called
"Again," a slower
ballad about not
paying attention
to people when
they
were
around, and realizing
what
they meant to
you after they
left. That song,
like
all
of
Kravitz's others,
should be a hit;
it
continues
with his trademark
sound
while being a
little more down
to earth in sound than some of
his more recent effort.

it

,

Kravitz' mu IC IS quite varied in them and feel, and it'

no wond r.
uch of it com
traight out of hi life tor,

Music
How Elton John and the HOB
By Jen Coffin
News Editor
The penetrating Atlanta rockers shook the shack with its guitar-heavy das ic rock style.
Stockbridge, Ga.'s Collective
Soul is a throwback to those
hadyon days of album rock. Unlike the rise of teen pop. tho e were
the days when bands wrote authentic ongs and played their guitars
loud.
At the Hou e of Blues on Saturday night, the audience asked for
more guitar riff, more hard rock
and louder beats to bang to. Many
ang along with the band while
others ju t screamed and hollered.
Collective Soul topped at the
orth Myrtle Beach venue as the
second to last stop in their 200
Blender tour for their new album.
The five-member group consists of
lead vocalist/guitar Ed Roland, hi
brother, guitarist Dean Roland,
bass player Will Turpin, drummer
Shane Evans, and lead guitarist
Ro Childers. For their tour, they
hav traveled to Houston, S at Ie,
Toronto and will end it in Atlanta.
Collective Soul opened the
sho v with heavy adrenaline song
from their elf-titled album,
"Where the River Flows" and
"Gel." The continued to feed the
audience with the City of Angels
song, "The World I Know" and
song from their fifth Atlantic album, "Blender." Th relea e ha
already cored o. I mo t-add d

status its first wee in rock, active
rock and alternative oudets nationwide with its debut single, "Why Pt.

2."
"We're a guitar band," vocaltistl
guitar Ed Roland said proudly.
"That'll always be the cornerstone of what Collective
does. And you can expand
that."
Since achieving "one-hit
wonder" statu six years ago, the
group has kept recording and
never looked back. Since then,
there has been eight o. 1
rock hits, with worldwide
ales exceeding $7 million.
A definitive band of
the 90s, Collective oul's
Blender includes a song
with Elton and a little bit of
Morphene.
"We had an ab olute blast
making this one," said Roland.
"It was the most enjoyable one
to make. mo dy becau everyone wa in a good mindspace,
there was no real dr rna going on
'n anyone's life."
The II-track album ees Collective Soul broad ning their already expan ive pop palette with
COlo temporary te 'tures and
rhythm ,including Perfect
Day," the Briti h pop feel
with Elton John. Sir Elton
has become p rt-time
r ident of tlanta,
well a a full-time friend

e

•

1

oC

of th band. He
Roland' introduction to roc & roll and th
reason he wanted to be a son
ter.
The album also include a ong
titled, ent....
ich
origin 11
called
Prick," but Roland
explained at the concert that the
II
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Fractured fairy tales to be performed
By Jen Coffin !News Editor
The childhood favorites take to the
stage with a twist of broadway this
weekend, as Coastal Carolina University
Theater presents "Into the Woods."
This fractured fairy tale musical,
with music and lyrics by Stephen
Sondheim and book by James Lapine,
adds a comical twist to the classic stories by the Brothers Grimm.
Into the Woods is probably his most
accessible show, with beautiful music,
a strong plot line, recognizable characters-including Red Riding Hood and
Cinderella-and abundant humor
The intricate and moving show,
which took CCU Theater about six
weeks to complete, features 19 cast
members, among an ambivalent
Cinderella, played by Jamielynne
McMahon, and a blood-thristv Little
Red Riding Hood. When a bake;, played
by Dave Thomas and his wife, played by
Beth Wyllo Johnson, learn they've been
cursed with childlessness by the witch
next door, played by Kristen Pino, they
embark on a quest for the special objects required to break the spell. Along
the way they encounter other characters, such as Rapunzel's Prince, played
by Brad Blythe.
This quest turns into a intertwining
of other familar tales, including Jack

and the Beanstalk and Rapunzel, and all
the action takes place 'into the woods'
to lift the spell, save the house, find the
prince, kill the wolf, etc.
The original broadway production
opened Nov. 5, 1987 at the Martin Beck
Theatre, and included Bernadette Peters
and Joanna Gleason.
Director Brian Vernon, assistant professor of dance, choreography and musical theater, has assembled a cast made
up largely of students majoring in musical theater, a new degree program at
CCU. Set lighting and special effects
are by Tymberley Wittrig, assistant professor of theater; the musical direction
is by Philip Powell, chair of CCU's department of music, with voice coaching
by David Bankston, assistant professor
of music.
What begins as a lively, irreverent
fantasy in the style of The Princess
Bride becomes a loving lesson about
community reponsibility and the stories we tell our children.
The CCU production will be at 7:30
p.m. Friday, Nov. II and Saturday, Nov.
12 and at 3 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 12. Tickets are $10; $5 for students under 18;
and free with a Coastal ID. For more information, call the Wheelwright Box
Office at 349-2502.

court.sy

Into the Woods gives the intertwined story behind the story of many of the childhood
favorite fairy tales.

THE WRITING CENTER
Prince Building 209

O

ne

o~ the hardest things

thought from paragx:apbto paragtapp0 .. -.

about writing is getting

Another thing that can help is reading it

everything to flow

aloud and talking about it with someone

smoothly within the paper. Sometimes it's hard to link paragraphs and
points together, and

some~mes

it'.s

else.
Try talking about your paper
with a friend or go over it with a consult-

hard to link the sentences within the

ant in the Writing Center.

paragraph together. This is one

verbalizing your thoughts ~an h~lp: you '

Some~~es just

reason that outlining is so important.
You need to make sure that
you have a logical progression of

DAVID ALLAN COE
II

Men perish because th#y ca~not-j~n the
beginning with the end. "
. ~ Alcinaeon

doors: 8:15

concert line: 913.3740
ticket master: 679.9333
www.tlcketmaster.com

Buy your tickets online at. ..

www.hob.com
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FILM REVIEW

'Charlie's' an angelic flic}
By Emily Faye Abbott
Vanderbilt Hustler (Vanderbilt U.)

(V-WIRE) ASHVILLE, Tenn. - Good
film are not necessarily great movies, and
great movies are not alway good film . Sometimes a movie can be entertaining, exciting
and amusing,yet fall short of the arti .c viion that is the hallmark of a good film.
"Charlie' Angels" is such a movie.
_ It i a remake of the popular 1970s television ho v of the same name. The ituation is al 0 the arne - three ecret agen
Cameron Diaz, Lucy Liu and Dre v
Barrymore) work for a rich bo vhom the.'
have never een named Charlie. Their immediate superior is the lovable BosIe r (Bill
Murray). The: get mixed up in a computer
heist and a crooked tycoon and action enues. However, doe it
really matter? The plot i
econdary to the nonstop action, cool outfits
• and just plain girl power
that this movie e~\ldes.
"Charlie' Angel," i
directed by MeG, a famous music video and
commercial director. The
music video influence is
apparent in the action equences, which, when set
to music, could serve as
one.
Barrymore (Dylan) is
the quintessential angel.
She is probably the best
actress of the three, and
seems like she is having
the most fun on the
screen. Her involvement with The Chad
(played by real-life love Tom Green) and
Knox (played by Sam Rockwell) are highlights of the movie.
Liu (Alex) has the best action sequences.
Despite her success in her role as legal eagle

Ling on "Ally McBeal," she 100 like he was
born to be an action star. However, her moments with Matt leBlanc Ga on) lag behind
the rest of the film. The ' are .u t too 10 '
for the upbeat tempo that makes thi film.
Cameron Diaz ( atali) provide a great deal
of humor, although sh may just be th orst
actress of the thre. 0 that sh i b d in
every movie he do
she i brilliant in "A
Life Le s Ordin ry"). Her dream i to be a
dancer on "Soul Train" and it com true in
one of the funniest cenes of the mo rie. Luke
Wil on (Pete) pia: a nerd.. bartender interested in atalie ith a dead-pan humor that
is right on.
The camaraderie be 'een the three female tars is amazing, and th movi i b tter b cau e the actre es appear Ii e the ' are
friend. Murray, contrary to popular opinion, i a b tter actor now than he a at th
pinnacle of his career. Hi
role in lhi movie, along
vith roles in Ru hmore,
and the recent "Hamlet.,"
hould pro 'e tha he h
er
gotten better and
with age.
Aside from the main
players, Rockwell, Green,
Crispin Glover (as the
weirdest assassin combination chain smo er the
movie world has ever en)
and Tim Curr (as the
smarmy bad guy Roger
Corwin) give thi movie a
character that distinguishes it from just an 0 Jler
remake (thin "Shaft and
"Mission: Impo sible").
Barrymore al 0 acted as executive producer,
and she insisted the characters not use guns,
but rather kung fu. So the result is a sort of
"Mission: ImpoSSible II" with chicks. And
that., my friends, is all that is needed for a
great movie.

Gro p
B Jen Coffin
n ' editor

their hom

CD REVIEW: Jay-Z fa
'Dy asty:
c a a
By D u stin Seibert
University of Michigan
(U-WIRE) AN ARBOR, Mich. - Y'all
are gonna hate me after this one.
It seems that as the late 1990's approached, so did low-quality hip-hop mu ic.
I don't know whether or not to blame the
industry, the fans or both. The extreme emphasis on a marketable beat over good subject material is the reason that filth dominates the airwa res toda,~ And 0 it hould
just be expected that on"ce-great rappers try
to keep up with the trend in, sacrificing quality to line their pockets. Unfortunately, JayZ is among that list of great lyricists who
now talk about, welt nothing importan .
The Dynasty should be treated more
along the lines of a compilation record than
your average Jigga record a it consis of the
whole Roc-a-fella roster: Jay, Memphi Bl ek.

Beanie Sigel and Amil. Man would argu
that this is the problem. That Jay is best on
his own. I could not agree more. Memphi
Bleek represents well on this album, as he
has been with Jay from the beginning and
his game has stepped up considerabl. Hi
solo track, "Holla," is one of the better cu
on the record. Beanie Sigel, however, ha a
greater pre nce on th record and his flo
i inconsistent and unimpre ive for th mo t
part. His need to talk abou the same thin
on every single track ( ave the last, in which
he weep throughout hi v rse) ge w
by th middle of the record. As for Amil, the
fOUI people who bough her 010 record wiIl
b di appointed to know that sh i onIon
a handful of ong , much to the relief of th
listener. he i the e ence of boring and
monotonou . With the
ception of Blee
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HOROSCOPES

off the mark

by Mark Parisi

I

By Ast rolo~,:'
-CAPRICORNDec.22-Jan.19, This is your week
to shine brightly. Crawl out of that
shell of depression and show off
that talent you've got.
-AQUARIUSJan.20-Feb.18, Swim your way to
destiny just as your family tries to
bog you down with their aspirations. Don't let them rule your
stars.
-PISCESFeb. 19-Mar.20, A bad interview
got you down; learn from your
mistakes and prepare for the next
one. One set-back should propel
you to try harder.
-ARIESMar.21-April 19, One thing's for
sure, you've got the life. but it
shouldn't cont I your attitude
towards others. No one likes a
bragger.
-TAVRUSApril 20- May 20, Your bullheaded nature may get you into
trouble. Think before you speak,
otherwise someone will be
breathing down your neck.
-GEMINIMay 2 I-June 21, Everything
seems to be 'just there.' Without
the thrill of excitement going for
you, what's the point?
-CANCERJune 22-July 22, RemOving
yourself from the stressful
environment may the answer to all

GUfU

your problems. Prepare wisely for
it and don't let things sneak up
on you last minute.
-LEOJuly 23-Aug.22, Financial
situation is unpredictable.
Hopefully you've saved up for the
upcoming season, otherwise you
may have to beg the parents for
some extra help.
-VIRGOAug.23-Sept.22, The rollercoaster
ride is almost over. Promising
future is on the way and a light at
the end of the tunnel is getting
closer to saving you from the
stressful problems.
-LIBRASept.23-0ct.23, Why worry
yourself now? They will all
understand the reasons for your
low income. But, keep the
promises you've made. Nothing is
worse than a broken promise
during the season.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 F ir

seep

-SCORPIOOct.24-Nov.21, Get it together.
otherwise you're looking at
having to do time. More time in
school. Your last shot at everything is right now, don't abuse it.
-SAGITfARIUSNov.22-Dec.21, Communicate
with your loved one or your good
friend. They have missed you.
Don't wait for them to come to
you, grow up and take the
initiative yourself.

SF

12 Beefs

f3&.
14T_
15Hcne

'1

...

,. Ow (PoIIc)
19~id

21 Probe
Z4 Rolatable alae
25 Anger
260pentv
30 Babe
31 Husk
32Fl$heg;s
33 Vent lor reJease Of 98'
35 Turner
36 Atitla \I'M tt*t king
37 Iliad author
38 Chasm

41

source

42lreland

43Wft
48 s.na-~ at head of glacier

49 Frost
5OT~

51 Former Russian emperor
52 Food c~ a second time
53 Edges

DOWN
1 Fuel
2 AItiWde (abbr.)
3~

40nanlncr
5 Two
SPasl
1 &vi
8 Cat.J6tic: $Ut)$t nee
9Sti)'
to F~~ (auf.)
11 Sow

16 Shelter
20 Lofty
21 Snatch

22 Smal stream

23 Stew
24D~es

26 SpMCh $OUf)(j
27 Crowd
28 Sole
29 leap_
31A'iOId
34 Complainer
35 Extended time

37COkJr
38 lease
39 Greek God of W r
40 loog five Qt.)
41WintB~

440ldeoin

45 Hitter's average (abbr.)
Typ$ ofwelpon (abbr.)
47 Manuscripts (abbr.}
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Bri ey,
By Daniel Bramlette
Daily Skiff (Texas Christian U.)

I was 'c alled a male whore

(U-WIRE) FORT WORTH,
Texas - Good news, guys -- In case
anyone was worried, Britney Spears
is still a virgin. That's right. She confirmed it in a recent interview with
the British tabloid, the London
Daily Star.
"The virginity issue is a personal
decision and it reflects how I feel
right now about rnysclf," she told the
limey rag. "There are 0 many emotions invol ed that I would like to
be able to wait until I know I'm with
the right per on and I'm married."
Most of mv friends have been
celebrating eve; since the news came
out. I mean, I haven't een a happier bunch of guy ince Britney
officially turned 18.
So co " Ms. Spears so co ~ 0tice the subtlety,\ith which she perpetuated the hopes, and sometimes
dreams, of a generation of men.
Though she did mendon that
she's planning to ta a tnp do rn
the aisle before she take a roll In
the sack, she prefa ed at condition with a primary focus on being
with the riaht pe on" and tressed
that thi was how she fel "right
now." Basically she's let everyon of
the male persuasion know that
'e e all still got a chance and
that we might even be able to
1corrupt her preciou Ii
nocence.
We all knO\. ' that human
Q-Tip Justin Timberlake is no
the one for her. ow we 'e received sure confirmation tha
an one of us migh get 0 be
the one to replace the runtish
tittle dancing machine
a K. so, he al 0 recen '
told Elle magazine that ''V\'hen
you're really comfortable wi
omeone 'ou love, the silence
i the best. And that's ho me
and J. are.
She' clearl' pI ving hard
to get. Doesn t i Just rna e
ou 10 'e her more?
Girls, thi i good ne 's for
all of 'ou, too. Thin ' of i
every gu on this plane i going to be trying hi b st to
become the one that Brimey
will want, and that s got to
have some sort of positive effect on the way 'ou all get
treated. Imagine being able to
one da ' be the girl that ge
to say, "I was dumped for
Britney Spears!"
Younger girls, al 0, are going to benefit from Britney's
shining example of the vinu-

Lollita,
I have slept with a number of women in my life. I have not
quite reached triple digits, but I'm getting close. Anywa)~ the other
day a friend of mine said I was a male whore and this got to me.
Am I? 1 just really love having sex. Does that make me a bad or
-dirty person? How many is too many?
-Feeling Dirty D
DirtyD,
I have to ask you do you feel like a whore or a stud? There eerns
to be a double standard in society. Men who have many lovers are
studs; women who do are considered sluts. Is someone a stud or a
tramp is not a question I can really answer. It is really just an opinion.
If what your friend said bothered you so much then maybe you
should slow down your Hugh Hefner way. I mea.n what happens
when you have slept with all these girls but you ha 'e nothing to how
for it. Sure, you may seem like the "man" to some of .,:out buddies but
you are still alone.
And what happens when you are unable to get .'our "'groove" on.
\Alhen you are old and gre: do you still want to be out looking for
some booty? Because some girls might look down on your pIa,..rboy
lifestyle. I am not saying it i right but you know how people are.
I just really hope that 'ou are using protection ea h,and every
time. I know you probabl.' hear it over and over but it is true. It only
takes one time to ruin a life by disease or pregnancy. So whatever ou
choose to do is up to you, but please remember to al\ 'avs be prepared
.
and wrap it up!

Breath smelled and tasted bad
Dear Lollita,
.
Recently I found myself in a sticky or should I sa r S •n cy sex
situation. My gu 1 recentl ' came to bed \-'lith breath that was so ran
I couldn't stand it. I couldn't kiss him or anything. 1 mean it didn't
just smell bad. it tasted bad, too. It totall T turned me off and I just
wanted to roll over and go to leep. I didn't want to hun hi ego
though so 1 went on and did it, but now it seems that he just doesn't
brush at aU anymore. His breath is just so skanky I can't do it anymore! PLEASE HELP!!!!!
-Stm 9' Sufferer
Dear Stinky,
Alright, there are reallv two \ 'a's to fix thi problem.
You can be totally blunt and corne right out and tell him. However, he may be a little hurt b ' th sudden openne . If vou are reall •
close then this shouldn't bother anything, but if the relation hip is
just starting out you rna ' want to 0 for the more subtle approach.
"Vhen the knock-you-ou 0 or come ba to bed try this little
trick. Keep mints by your bed or in 'our pur e and pretend .. ' u're
the one with the problem. Ifhe ees you pop a mint, chances are he'll
get self-conscious and folIO\., Ult
May I uggest Altoids, the curiou ly soong' mm . The ' can
zap that skanky breath faster then YOU can ay woo-hoo!
If hi raunch breath i a recurring theme, make him a\ 'are of it
by subtly asking "Sometime I can smell 'yada-yada'; on your breath
after a meal, can you smell it on mine?" This little hint should be
enough to alert him to his proble .

ous life. Does it matter that her
claims of virginity are often in conflict with her tiny outfits, her sexual
choreography and her breasts' incredible commodity-like status?
Certainly not!
Who needs "actions pea
louder than words" when we e got
the London Daily Star to get to the
real heart of the issue?
Britney, please, it's time to lea 'e
the kiddie-pop stuff b hind. Sure
your eros over appeal defies logic - it's the most succes ful h 1'0 ri T
since trickle-do\\'Jl economic . But
the fact of the matter i , it tim
to grow up and reahz tha we d lusional men can offer more Ion term potential for our career
I kno ' young girl Ii' ou
hell, hey lo'e 'ou The sad faCt 1
that lit l~ girl groV\ up and as Old
~1rud-hood approaches, are more
likel ' to ee vou a a n a or a
lea t, a stumhlm blo
finding a man
e men, on e other hand ar
tupldl ' horn ,bu 'e on t to e a e the teasing ~ re r
vour genero It) 1th th
but. if you cou d durn:
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Send letters c/o Sex on the Beach, cJzanticleer@ccucs.coastal.edu or drop
them in the Chanticleer mailbox in Student Activites
Lollita is not a licensed therapist, doctor or PV1c}zologist. TI,is column is
written as entertainment not for professional answers. Please consult your
phYSician ifyou have a problem.
Real names will not be used to protect the embarassed.
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tically
for students during
Saturday's celebration of Garden
Stock on campus.
I t has been tough
to get together to rehearse
between
. school, work and
other things, said
lead vocalist/guitar
Paul Inman.
However, the
three-year old group,
was able be together
and play both originals and covers, such
as "All Along the
Watchtower" by Bob
Dylan.

t

.fe,e",d

0.1 9Ja"e" Vance' a

By B. Gunnar Lund
The Marquette Tribune
(V-WIRE) MILWAUKEE - On
the surface, "The Legend of Bagger
Vance" merely looks like a sweethearted golf movie. In all actuality, the
movie is derived from the holy scriptures of the Bhagavad Gita
It's a story about the quest for divine happiness, or Nirvana, through
God. The characters' names in "The
Legend of Bagger Vance" are blatantly taken from the scriptures
as
Bagger Vance's (Will
Smith) name is a distortion
of tL: Hindu word for God "Bhagdvad" and Rannulph
Junuh's (Matt Damon) last
name is a derision of
'l\rjuna," the scriptures' hero of the Pandavas. The
movie pretty much follows
the same basic storyline of
the scriptures too..
"The Legend of Bagger Vance" t akes place
around World V\m I and
the Great Depression. Before the war Junuh i the
best golfer in the outh.
He's won numerous titles
and is pretty much the
Tiger Woods of the 1920s.
But he ends his reign over
golf and enlists in the

wen.

Send YOlir cal~l1da 1.!\"l.!nh tn
chanticb:r!lI ccuc-. .coastaII.!Ju

With inspiration
from
the
Dave
Matthews Band and
Edwin McCain, the
group hits originality
with songs such as "Lily"
and "Reason," on their first album together, "Non-Existent." The
album also includes other tunes, all
of which are reminiscent of the true
rock & roll sound which Inertia
strives for. Although they are not a
hard-core rock group, the group digs
a variety of instruments, such as piano and saxophone. to accompany
their laid-back style.
The four member group has previously played at Slacker 77 in Myrtle
Beach, which to Matthew Sellers, is
a great Christian place.
"We wouldn't be together if it
weren't for that place," said Sellers.

army. He goes overseas to fight in
the war and, during a tumultuous
battle, he finds that he can't handle
it and hides. His life falls apart after
that and he comes back, years later,
as a destitute and broken man.
But, a chance to prove himself
comes along in the form of a golf
tournament against the nation's two
greatest golfers, Bobby Jones Goel
Gretsch) and Walter Hagen (Bruce
McGill). Junuh is the only Savarmah native with any hope
to even par with the
titans of the tees and
the local fat cats demand a hometown hero.
Junuh succumbs to the
pressure and he reluctantly agrees to compete
in the match.
Meanwhile, Junuh's old
flame, Adele Invergordon
(Charlize Theron), is putting her iriherited fortune
on the line by organizing the match to save

"And we've gone there for faith."
I nman and Sellers also have
produced a few other CDs together,
"Matt and Paul Live at Slacker 77,"
and "The Songwriting Sessions."
Inertia just tries to have fun
while they play because that's what
it's all about, said Inman. friendship and faith are the biggest benefits of playing in the band.
"If it weren't for this band I
would not be the person I am," said
Sellers. "All of us think of each
other as brothers."
For more information, e-mail
th~ band, inertia247@yahoo.com

ole in one

("Don Juan 0eMan:0"). The writing
her late aristocratic father's golf course.
Dreading public humiliation, Junuh allows for playful hwnor atop a protries to recapture his "authentic Swing," found story. The game of golf is a perwhich he fears is lost forever. Enter Bag- feet channel for this story because a
ger Vance, a vagabond at first glance, but person who plays it doesn't compete
ultimately a spiritual guide. Vance and with anyone but himsel£ That person
Hardy Greaves G. Michael Moncrief), a has to control his demons otherwise
12-year-old Junuh devotee, rally around he falls apart on the course. What betJunuh to help him find his swing and ter way to go soul searching than to
play 18 holes?
furthermore, his soul.
Damon does a fine job playing the
"The Legend of Bagger Vance" is
deftly directed by Robert Redford ("The besieged Junuh and Theron only acHorse Whisperer"), a screen legend in centuates her status as one of the best
his own right. He masterfully commands new actresses to grace the silver screen
with her role as Adele. Both Damon
the spectacular cast through
and Theron make a channing onevery step of Junuh's
screen couple and playoff each other
quest through the
: with raw emotion and feeling.
metaphorical golf
>
Smith, known for his acting in
match.
. action movies like "Independence
The movie is
based on Steven
. . '"'''\ Day" and "Men in Black," makes
." a magnificent transition to drama.
Pressfield's novel of the
'\ ., \ \ He delivers some of the best
" and subtle one-liners that riwritten for
'. val those of most comedies.
the screen by
\ His performance as the
Jeremy
; mystical Bagger Vance is
Leven
" calm and saturated with
. ~ tender innocence.
"The Legend of Bagger
: Vance," albeit a slow-paced
: movie is very witty and
~ insightful. It is truly a
~ . ~/.movie mast~rpiece and an
..... .. ..
.-( mstant clasSIC. GRADE: A
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The Chinese tradi o
•
of Feng S U
By Janet Chang
Dai!Jt Brui,. (U. Califimlia-Los Altples)
(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES - would face the main door. Other- Eastern traditions, some Asian
Former President Lyndon Johnson wise, good luck may rush out of studies experts believe that the culture is being commercialized, Chou
may ~ve turned to an ancient Chi- the house.
"Feng Shui is also good for busi- said.
nese tradition to end the Vietnam
"All the stores are trying to tarWar, said UCLA Associate Profes- ness," Chou said. "U you're not very
get
the everyday average man,"
good
at
business,
you
should
have
sor .H ung-Hsiang Chou, who
Gayer said. "But with the exotic
teaches in the East Asian Studies a fish tank full of tropical fish."
In Cantonese. the word for fish becoming the mainstream, it makes
and Culture department.
sounds
the same as the one for sense that stores carry exotic items
"He invited a !=eng Shui expert
profit,
which
may bring fortune. that are now part of the mainstream
to look at the surroundings of the
In
addition,
Chou
said just watch- American culture."
White House," Chou said. "There
But some people look beyond
ing
the
fish
swim
freely
will relax a
were two cannons by the main gates
the
commercialization of tradition
person,
which
will
help
him
make
of the White House and the exand view Feng Shui simply as bewiser
decisions.
perts suggested they remove it beUnlike today's use of·Feng Shui coming part of an evolving Americause cannons mean war."
for
interior
decoration, the ancient can culture. Diane Park, a third• Feng Shui, according to Chou,
means mountain and water. The Chinese also used Feng Shui at year political science student, said
ancient Chinese initially developed grave sites as well as in the homes Americans can learn about other
of the living.
.
cultures becau e of commercializaFeng Shui to help them plan and
tion.
Chou
said
the
Chinese
would
build dwellings and cities in har"Take. for example, yoga as an
mony with the surrounding envi- bury their dead between a water
exercise
trend. Everyone made fun
the
mountains,
the
idea
source
and
ronment. It involves using
of
it
in
the
beginning, but now that
being
that
water
brings
good
luck
geomancy, where the topography of
local landscape determines where while the mountains will prevent it is part of mainstream culture,
everyone is more accepting of it,"
it from escaping.
buildings and houses are built.
Park said.
students
atAt
UCLA,
some
Although Chou said the can"But if it wasn't part of the
nons are no longer at the White tempt to practice Feng Shui, but
mainstream
culture a a result of
fmd
it
doesn't
always
work
with
House, he does not know Whether
commercialization,
it would be
college
living
situation
.
removing them contributed to the
thought
of
as
w
ird
and
dif: eren "
"The
space
is
0 mall that the
peace.
1<xhy, Feng Shui is a popular only way ~ an configure the room she continued.
is to be practical rather than use
Canon said the widespread use
trend in arranging homes.
"We have a specific section that feng Shui," said ihar Patel, a of Feng Shui doesn't affect its hIStorical value.
is devoted purely to the Asian fourth-year undeclared studen
He said his roommate at"It may be commercialized but
themes even though Pottery Barn
isn't ethnic-specific," said Lynd ey tempted to create Feng Shui in their the essence of Feng Shui still holds
Gayer, a fourth-year theater stu- apartment but failed to complete true," Canon aid. "It i about vour
dent who works part-time at the it becau e arranging their home ac- personal space and making ~m
cording to Feng Shui remain d a thing or Just becau e omething
Pottery Barn furnitu~e store.
i trendy, it doesn't mean tha i
"These days most furniture low priorit)~
"The
problem
is
that
we
are
e
nce 10 es its alicli .
stores carry books on Feng Shui,"
And Americans are no
she continued. "Most of our furni- hardl ever at home," Patel aid.
ture collection and decorative ac- "The lease is onl for a 'ear: 0 it one follo ':in the trend.
"It's still very po ular in China,
cessories have an Asian motif to doesn't make sense for u" to inve t
in Feng Shui.
particularl r in Tai r , Chou aid.
them."
Other tuden enjo the piri- "1 's Teall bi in Pari ."
People u ing Feng Shui avoid
tuality
and simplicity of Feng hw.
'\!hether it' a super tition or a
building houses with an electric
pole or tree located outside the Stacey Canon, a 1996 alumni who scie~ce, Canon aid practicing Feng
main window, which will bring mis- no\ ' works for the UCLA Alumni Shw offer tuden a differen a '
Association, u the practice in her to deal \\':ith life' challen e
fortune, Chui said.
"I think people ar turning to"The only way to stop the bad home.
"I think it works for tho who wards alternative method in their
luck would be to put a mirror facing the window," he said. "Then it believe in it," she said. "If you go lives to find an ers spirituall ~"
will reflect the bad luck back out ... to the basic principle of it, that's she said. "And Feng Shui is one way
to have control over things to bring
To comply with the Feng Shui what's attractive," Canon said.
. Because of the growing popu- positive influences into their lives.
philosophy, people should avoid
placing a bed where a person's feet lanty of Feng Shui as well as other I t can work for everyone as long as
they want it. ..
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Chicl<en
SOUp for the
seasonal cold

a

r n---· .

By Tanya Beers
The Daily Free Press (Boston u.)
(V-WIRE) BOSTON - Grandma's chicken
soup might be good for more than just the
soul this flu season.
According to researchers, a hot cup of the
homemade broth may have anti-inflammatory effects, warding off sniffling, sneezing,
sore throats and swollen glands.
For Stephen Rennard, a specialist in pulmonary medicine at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, the idea to test
chicken soup's anti-inflammatory agents
came during a conversation with his wife, who
was making the soup at the time.
Rennard's curiosity led him straight to the
laboratory, which also served as a kitchen,
where he and a team of researchers cooked
up more than just a pot of soup. Rennard's
lab, already suited for studying lung related
diseases such as asthma and emphysema, was
perfect for testing this anti-inflammation
mechanism.
Rennard's curiosity led him straight to his
lab, which doubled as a kitchen. Rennard
researches lung-related diseases; the lab
proved to be the perfect setup for testing
chicken soup's anti-inflammatory effects.
"We believe that the soup may have a
number of positive results dealing with medicinal activity," said Caroline Brady, a pulmonary medicine specialist.
Brady said some ingredients in the soup,
which were tested in Rennard's lab, are beneficial to the bodY's immune system. The tests
reveal that chicken, onions, sweet potato,
parsnips, turnips, carrots, celery stems and
parsley all inhibit neutrophil activity throughout the body. Neutrophils are circulating
white blood cells that remove or destroy bacteria or cellular debris but stimulate mucous
release, leading to colds and infections.
Neutrophils are also believed to cause inflammation in the upper respiratory tract,
leading scientists to devise a plan to trap neutrophils and hinder their activity before they
reached the airways. That's where chicken
soup comes in.
By placing the collected neutrophils of
healthy, non-smoking volunteers within variations of the soup, as well as its individual ingredients, it was found that the combination
of all ingredients was necessary for successfully catching neutrophils.
"All vegetables and the soup had activity,"
Rennard said. "1 think it's the concoction!"
The soup had inhibitory qualities that
prevented neutrophils from migrating and
inflaming the respiratory tract, creating a
more soothing effect upon the throat.
Researchers also agree that chicken fat and
steam from the soup also help alleviate sore,
inflamed throats, and also make for a nutritious meal.
Rennard also contributes the notion of
tender, loving care into the study. If one
knows the person who has prepared the soup,
he hypothesized, it might have a more comforting effect than a healing one. This theory
is one that researchers have looked upon as
psychologically stimulated, a sort of "placebo
effect" upon the ailing.

Enjoy the comfort and convenience of traveling
with Amtrak~ this holiday season. .
Student Advantage· Members save 15% on rail fares to over sao destinations
aU year lon9~ including the holidays_ To jO,in Student Advantage, caU
1-877-2JOfN-SA or visit studentadvantage.com"

For Amtrak- information and reservations.. call1·80~SA*RAI orvisit

www.amtra.com.
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Liberty Captures Women's
Soccer Crown
Liberty University used nvo econd half goals by junior aney
Davis to lead the Flames to their first Big South Conference women's
soccer title 2-0 over Elon Saturday night at the Dedmon Center
Stadium on the campus of Radford University. Elon (8-11-0) and
Liberty battled scoreless for 81 :26 before Katie Woodrow slipped
behind the Phoenix defense and was hauled down in the penalty
area resulting in a penalty shot. Davis was singled out by Coach
James Price to take the kick and put the- shot just inside the right
post as Elon's keeper was caught going the other way. That would
put the pressure on Elon as it made an offensive push with their
midfield and defenders in attempt to even the score when a neutral
zone tum over by the Phoenix forced a corner kick for the Flames.
Cheryl Jones would take the comer from the right of Phoenix keeper
Sommer Cork and the ball would fall in a grO\:lp and right to Davis
who blasted a five yard shot right through the legs of Cork to give
the Flames and insurance goal and the 2000 championship. Liberty
out shot Elon eight-to-five in the contest while Amy Moxley earned
the fourth shutout of the season. Davis was named Tournament
MVP tallying four of the Flames five goals in the tournament.

Winthrop, Liberty Win Cross Country
Titles
Winthrop University captured the 2000 Big South Men's Cross
Country Championship on Saturday, October 28, at Charlestowne
Landing in Charleston, SC with a score of 39. UNC Asheville finished second, 31 points behind Winthrop. Winthrop had three runners finish in the top ten to clinch the championship. Liberty Universitywon the 2000 Big South Women's Cross Country Championship with a SCOfe of 43 points. Liberty had four runners finish
in the top ten to secure them the championship. UNC Asheville
finished second, 16 points behind Liberty. Liberty University's Bruce
Kite, 2000 Athlete of the Year, won the championship by II econds with a time of 25:15. U C Asheville's Brandon McGrane
was the runner up with a time of25:26. Liberty University's Heather
Sagan, 2000 Athlete of the Year, won the champio'lship by 22
seconds with a time of 17:58. UNe Asheville's Zola Davis was the
runner up with a time of 18:20. Rookie of the Year honors went to
Niran Pillay of High Point University and to Valerie Westphal
of Liberty University. Scholar-Athlete of the Year went to Kite for
the men and to Tracy Hoare of Liberty University for the women.

Liberty's Joe Gomez as named PIa er of th
ar and '-''''~ .~aA
Carolina Coach haun Docking a nam d Coa h of th
Big South Men's Soccer. The announcemen
r mad
league's annual Men's occer Awards Banqu ,held Tue da
run ,
October 31. Docking led his team to a 11-4-1 0 rall re ord a d
Oli r I
Conference regular season title. Gomez, Libert 'leadin
the Flames to a third place finish in Conference.
Coastal Carolina's Joseph gwenya earned th Roo .
Year honors and Radford's cott Hance a nam d th
Athlete for Men's Soccer. Also announced at the banque ere
first and second team All-Conference election and the AlI-Academic Team.

Sisson,

iller Ga ner 0
occer A ard

Elon's Mackenzie isson and Coa tal Carolina Coach Karri
Miller were named Player of the Year and Coach of th
arspectively in Big outh Women's occer. The announcemen Wi r
made at the League's annual women' soccer awards banque . Miller
becomes the first coach in any Conference port to win Coach of th
Year honors with two different teams. She a a th h 1m 0 th
Charleston Southern program in 1993 when h earn d th a ard.
Sisson led her team to a 5-1 Conference re ord and a fir pIa
regular season finish. Coastal Carolina Marl a 0 ac earned
Rookie of the Year honors and Radford' Kell Qui en r
named the Scholar-Athlete for omen' ooce . AI 0 anno n
the banquet were the first and second team AlI- onferen
tions and the All-Academic Team.

E-mail

e Ie ter e urn
late t Big ou
e

For the second straight year, the Big outh Conferen
an E-mail ewslettertoitsfan.Thiear.s ver ion i n
improved. Delivered weekl during basketball ea on and biin the fall and spring, the new letter is free of charg and brin
the latest Big outh ne direct! to a fan' compu ere To ign u
the E-mail ewsletter, visi www.Big outh po .com. And
you're there, don't forget to check out statistics and up-to-da e
ries on your favorite Big South team.

Weekly Releases Available Online
The Big South's weekly sports releases are now available online in PDF Format. Visit BigSouthSports.com to download the reports, which contain notes, Players of the Week and results from around the League. folIo the lin belo
to get to each sports web page and click on the PDF report link to download the files.
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Lady Chants ready for hoops Men's soccer places
fifth in Big South
By Rebecca Parker
sports editor

Who said that girls cannot
hoop it up? Well, whoever it was
the Lady Chants would like to
prove them wrong.
These ladies have been hard at
v r' in the gym to improve their
game and get r dy for the coming basketball eason, which gets 0 ficially underway ov. 7 against
Coker College.
Before that, they will get their
first chance to te t them elves in
an exhibition game. On Tuesday,
Nov. 14, the Low Country All-Stars
",ill be in Kimbel Arena to take on
the Lady Chants.
Women's coach Alan LeForce
hopes to use the game as a "measuring stick".
This is the fourth season for
LeForce to be at the helm of the
Lady Chants. Overall, he has 41
years of head coaching experience
and has amassed 412 wins, this includes a record of 47-38 here at
Coastal.
At his side, LeForce is joined by
assistant coaches Samantha Young
and Sharon Jones. Young is in her
fourth year at Coastal. She was a
standout at Eastern Kentucky University for four years before getting
into coaching. Jones has been an

assistant to LeForce for three years
and is a native of North Myrtle
Beach.
Last season the Lady Chants
posted a 20-10 record and finished
second behind Liberty in the Big
South Tqurnament. They find
themselves i a -im·l r situation
again this year. The Big South Conference Preseason Poll picks Liberty to be number one, while
Coastal is a close second.
The poll came out before
Coastal became rIddled with injuries. They have lost sophomores
Shannon Calabrese and Courtney
Brown for the season due to knee
injuries. Last year's Rookie of the
Year Nikki Reddick also will not
be available this season because of
personal reasons.
"We have ten available bodies,
and seven have never played Division I basketball," LeForce said.
"It's going to be an interestingyear."
Alison Bach and Brooke
Weisbrod will provide the leadership and experience out on the
court. They are the only seniors on
the team and are expected to be
the linchpins.
Bach, who averaged 12.2 points
per game last year, was selected to

the preseason all -conference team.
With only two seniors and two
junior the Lady Chants are quite
young. There are four true freshman and one redshirt freshman that
make up the rest of the team.
LeForce pointed out that the key to
success this season would be that
he n w players have to grow up
quickly. The transition from hig
school to college can be a tough one,
but it seems as though the rookies
are adjusting well.
The schedule ahead of these ladies is going to be a tough one. Not
only do they play the teams in the
Big South conference but they also
have some challenging non-conference games lined up. Cincinnati,
Wake Forest and UNC are all top
programs and should offer some
tough competition for the Lady
Chants.
"Our non-conference schedule is
very demanding. We have to be
careful and not let it destroy us, but
I like our attitude," LeForce said.
"They don't get down."
The Lady Chants' season begins
with four straight home games, and
they hope to showcase their skills
for the home aowd.

By Rebecca Parker
sports editor

Anything can happen in the
post-season. The slate is wiped
clean and any team can come out
on top.
Coastal's mens occer team
entered the Big South Conference
Tournamen on top. They were
ranked number one after beating
Liberty in the last game of the
regular season.
Hopes were high as ceu entered the first game of the toUTnament against Elon University.
Earlier in the season they had
beaten Elon 5-0.
The first 25 minutes of the
game were hard fought and scoreless.
At 25:33, Sophomore Hauker
Hauksson took a loose ball in the
box and beat Elon's goalkeeper
Scot Wahl to record his fourth
goal of the season and give
Coastal the 1-0 lead.
They held on to the lead for
almost 20 minutes until Elon
scored two goals to close out the
first half.

Coastal was unable to muster up
another goal in the second half to
answer, and Elon added two more
to the coreboard. 'When time ran
out Coastal was upset in the first
round of the tournament -0.
Before the tournament e'en
started, a banquet was held to honor
and recognize several players.
Coastal's soccer coach Shaun Docking received the Big South Coach
of the Year honor. He became the
second coach to ever receive this
honor twice with two different
teams. The wo en's soccer coach
Karrier Miller was the first.
Coastal a1.so had a few players
get recognized at the banquet. Joseph Ngwenya was awarded the
Rookie of the Year honor, and Tyler
Hughes was named to the All-Academic Team. The First Team AllConference included the following
Chants: Mario Benjamin, Ngwenya,
Thomas Rutter, and Hughes. Tobin
Whitmarsh and Chris Malinky were
also named to the Second Team AllConference.
The men's soccer team finished
out the 2000 season with an overall record of ll-5-I and 5-2-0 in
the Big South.

Chants pack attack
strategy places them third
By Rebecca Parker
sports editor

Alligators looked on as men and women competed in the Big South Cross Country
Conference Championships on Oct. 28.
The women's race got underway at 10 a.m. It was a very fast start, but Coastal's Robyn
Ritter was able to keep up. She maintained a 5th place position for the entire race and
finished in 18:38. Ritter also earned All-Conference and All-Academic Team recognition.
"Ritter had her best race of the season," said Coach Alan Connie.
Just nine places behind Ritter, five of her teammates could be found. It was the tightest
pack race of the year for CCU with their team's first through sixth place runners finishing
within 52 seconds of each other.
Besides Ritter, the rest of Coastal's pack included Lisa Haglund, Kara Koppel, Marisa
Ryan, Natasha Elliott, and Aaryn Munson. They finished 14th through 18th, respectively.
The Chants pack attack seems to be working as they were able to finish third at the
event with 67 points. Liberty won with 43 points and were followed by UNC-Asheville
with 59 points.
The women's next run will be in Regionals on Nov. II, where they hope to rank higher
than last year's 18th place finish. They will travel to Furman University to compete
against all the Division I teams from Virginia, North and South Carolina, and Kentucky.
On the men's side, they also finished third in the Big South Conference Championship
meet with 73 points. Winthrop took the meet with 39 points, and UNC-Asheville finished
second, just three points ahead of CCU.
Mer a somewhat sluggish start, Coastal battled back in the 8k race.
Campbell Claridge and Jason Andrews helped each other through the tough parts of the
race and finished 9th and 10th. Christ Feist picked off runners with focused determination
throughout the race and was able to place 16th. Right behind him in 17th was Jon Kopay,
who beat out a Liberty runner at the tape. Finishing 21 st was Freshman Will Keown.
Earning All-Conference honors on the men's team were Claridge and Andrews. Mike
Killoran, a marine science major, earned a spot on the All-Academ.ic team.
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Volleyball's streal< mal<es team u to c
By Rebecca Parker

sports editor
Just call the Coastal
volleyball team "The Untouchables." At least that
is the way they have been
playing winning 33 of
their last 3 7 games during
an Ii-match streak.
Jelena
Mirkovic
played in her la t game in
front of the home crowd
at Kimbel Arena this past
Saturdav. She i the lone
senior ~n the volleyball
team and has helped her
team set a new school
record.
Coastal has won their
last 11 game , which
broke the past record of
16 consecutive wins et
in 1996.
The team tied the
record when they beat
Winthrop in three games
(I5-7, 15-9, 15-10), and
broke it with a win over
UNC-Asheville (15-11,

15·10, 15-10).

well the fir time at
Winthrop, so we had omething to pro re. Before we can
worry about the (Big South)
tournament, we ha to do e
out the regular ason, and the
next step i
a 'ng do
Asheville. "
Taking down As evIlle i
exactly what the Lady Chants
did in three game .
Mter the emotional p~ game ceremon r 0 honor
Mir ovic In her la home
match, the Lad BuIld s 0
Asheville \\ent a ead 6-2
Coastal an ered rith seven
straight points and eventual I
took the fir t game IS-II.
Games two and thre started
out the same wa rith CCU
trailing at midpoint b fo~
rallying bac to WIn In three
games (15-11, 15-10,15-10) .
There were fi 'e Chan 'deers racking up double-digt
kills in the rna ch. Lambert
contributed 18 to lead her
team.
The school' all- ime assisted bloc leader, l\1ir OVlC
recorded 10 kill, ix dIgS and
five solo blocks in her final
home match. She also helped
get Coastal back in the first
game after falling behind b.l
serving for three straight
points.
The Lady Chants ha 'e improved their overall I' cord to
15-12 and 9·2 in the Big
South.
The team's last loss came
on Oct. I at Asheville. Since
then, Coastal has dominated
in the Big South, taking nine
straight conference matche ,
and have moved to WIthin one
.
•
II8becca ......'. sports editor of first-place Radford.
Coastal's Jelena MlrkoVlc (left) and Sarah Bennett (right) set up a wall against a UNCThere are still three road
Asheville hitter on Saturday, November 4.
matches left in the regular sea-

Both teams had
beaten the Lady Chants
previously in the season,
and CCU was looking to
avenge these losses.
"We've been watching
the game films from
Winthrop and Asheville all
week, and we didn't see
teams that were better
then us, but just us playing poorly," Chanticleer
Coach Kristin Bauer said.
"We were pumped to·
night, we'll be pumped (today) for our last home
game, and we're going to
keep taking this step by
step with our goal being
the conference championship.'"
After having only played one
match in the past two weeks, Bauer
feared her team would be a little
rusty. This was not the case, however, because the Lady Chants
jumped out to an early 8-2 lead in
the first game.
Mirkovic lead the Lady Chants
with 13 kills and a .667 hitting per-

centage. Freshman, Sarah Bennett
added 13 kills, and Jeanne Lambert
contributed 10 while playing
through a shoulder injury and seeing limited action. Setter Nevada
Blonstein set the offense with 46
assists in the match.
'Mter losing to Winthrop last

OHN. p. 'UL.

time we really had something to
prove," Bauer said. "We are definitely not the same team that they
saw earlier."
Mirkovic commented on the
upcoming end of her career at
'::oastal by saying, ''I'm really sad
that it'o;: coming to an end, but I'm
also really excited. We didn't play

son. The Lady Chants travel
to Charleston Southern on No . 7,
and then they 'will have the opportunity to take the Big South conference championship when they
take on Radford University on ov.
10. The final match comes against
Liberty before traveling to High
Point for the Big South Conference
Tournament.
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14 Low Cooutty AU..stan 7 30
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t 1 COktt7J)()

21 CAmpbc:U

7~

25 Western CatoUna 5:00
27 Musbail 7:00

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Exhibition vs. Low Country All-Stars, Tues. Nov. 14,7:30 PM
vs. Coker, Fri. Nov. 17,7:30 PM
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Exhibition vs. Sports Tour, Sat. Nov. 11, 7:30 PM

By Pete Strickland
Men's Ba ketball Head Coach
As our season rapidly approaches and our team readie itself -and we are getting read " I
write to ask your help in making
the "Chicken Coop" the toughe t
place to play in the Big outh Conference.
Last year's sellouts greatly impro 'ed our chan e of vinning and
making Coastal Carolinians
proud, and YOU -our tudents- are
the key ingr dient of any college
crm 'd, sellout or otherwi e.
In particular, our Furman
game, which i our home opener,
on Saturday, Nov. 25, we really
need you. It requires you to come
back from Thanksgiving break
ONE evening early. We need you
to warm the Coop up.
So come on and support your
CHANTS all year. Co-captains
Oliver Hinckson (Sr) and Torrey
Butler Or) et the tone for unbridled effort for their teammates
and you '11 love watching the speed,
quickness, and chemistry of this
year's team.
There will be plenty to crow
about, and we want you to crow
loud. So come b ck early (bring
a turkey sandwich with you) and
help us open the season in style.
Initially, our practices are often
open to students, just call 3492905 to verify same, as well as
the time.
Thank for all you do as
Coastal students to support our
team.

Men's Basketball Schedule
NOVEMBER
9 USAF AU-Stars 7:35 (exhibition)
11 Sports Tour 7:35 (exhibition)
18 at Jacksonville 7:30
20 at Virginia 7:30
25 Furman 7:35
28 at Georgia 7:30

DECEMBER

2 American 7:35
9 at Winthrop 7 :00
12 at Georgetown 7:00
14 at Campbell 7:00
16 Fairleigh Dickinson 7:35
20 at George Mason 7 :00
22 The Citadel 7:35 (MB Convention Center)
30 Clem on 3:00 (MB Convention
Center)

There are five returning ophomores from last year. At::, freshman
they got a lot of playing time and
experience, so do not consider the
Chants a young team even though
they only have one senior.
The loss of Matt Gladieux from
la t year has left a void, but there
are a number of players that have
the ability to step up and score the
points. Strickland feels that there
really will not e iu t one go-to
player, but that any player can
score at any time. This gives the
Chants an advantage offen ively
and makes them harder to defend
against.
ot only did ~he basketball
program 10 e several players last
year but the three assistant
coaches left as well. That allows
for new assistants and new ideas
to come to the program. Enda
Byrt, Don Burges and Silas
Cheung have joined on and are assisting Strickland in coaching duties.
"It has caused me to re-evaluate my game plan, n Strickland s~id.
"It is equal parts infuriating and
equal parts invigorating because it
causes an infusion of new ideas."
Byn comes to Coastal from Ireland where he coached the Ireland
National Team from 1991-1999.
He also was the founding editor
and publisher of "Basketball" Ire- .
land n magazine from 1980-1985
and initiated the Junior Mens EuBy R8bec:ca P.rker, sports editor ropean Competition Program.
Byn's connections in Europe will
Coach Pete Strickland worked with the men's basketball team during Tuesday's practice. Strickland
be beneficial for players to conhold high hopes for his athletes. Pictured are co-captain Torrey Butler (inset top), Clint Reed (inset
tinue playing ball and bringing in
middle) and Alvin Green (inset bottom).
new recruits.
Former Radford University
By Rebecca Parker, sports editor
standout, Burgess, joins the Chanticleer staff after serving four seaIn the Big South Preseason Poll the
Are you ready for some basketball?
sons as an assistant coach at the University
Chants were picked to finish fifth in the
There are some roundbaJIers over in the
of Central Florida.
"Chicken Coop", otherwise known as
conference behind Winthrop, Radford,
Cheung played three years of profesKimbel Arena, that are ready to see some
UNC-Asheville and Liberty. Just like last
sional basketball overseas before coming
action.
year, they have something to prove.
to Coastal. He was also an assistant coach
"Last year we were picked to finish last,
Ever since Oct. 13's Midnight Madness
for an under 16 program in Germany and
and we finished third, so I'll take the same
the men's basketball team at Coastal have
a member of England's National Basketball
increment," head coach Pete Strickland said.
been working hard to get ready for their
Team since 1997. Cheung graduated from
season opener.
"We got one first-place vote. Guess who
Mount Saint Mary's College in Maryland
was the one?"
Before that they will test their skills in
where he was a four-year letterman.
exhibition games. This will allow the team
There is one returning senior, junior colThe Coastal coaches and players will
to measure how far they have come and
lege transfer Oliver Hinckson. He and junhave their work cut out for them this seaior Torry Butler will be the leaders of the
what they still need to work on. It will
son. They are playing four heavyweight
also offer a new person to defend against
team as co-captains. Butler saw Significant
teams this year ·neluding Virginia,
besides a teammate.
playing time last year and will hopefully
Georgetown, College of Charleston and
come through for the team in clutch plays.
The men will play the USAF All-Stars
Clemson.
on Thursday, Nov. 9. The All-Stars travel
The big guys this year will be sophomores
The Clemson game will be played in the
from the Air Force base in Charleston, Sc.
Anthony Susnjara and Mihai Raducanu.
Myrtle Beach Convention Center as part
Both have the height and will provide the
Then on Saturday a club team from
of the High School Beach Ball Clas ic durLithuania will come to town to play the
badly needed size down in the post.
ing Christmas break.
Chants.
Freshmen Alvin Green and Kelvin
The Chants season opener will be at
Coggins will hopefully bring new dimenCoastal is coming off a great summer.
Jacksonville on Nov. 18. Their first home
sion to the team. Green is a local star from
Most of the players made significant imgame will be Nov. 25 against Furman at
Socastee High School that add quickness
provement on their fundamentals and some
7:35.
played club ball to work on their game.
to the floor and the ability to make plays.

